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Missouri Hockey Youth Division 

2021-2022 Tier II AA CS BNC Qualifier Rules   

  
Revised 07/2021 

 

 

 

MISSOURI HOCKEY YOUTH DIVISION AA CS GAME FORMATS – BLUE NOTE CUP 

 

 

The following rules are in addition to the YD Rules and Regulations for the purposes of facilitating the 

Youth Division Tier II AA Blue Note Cup Championships pairings at Squirt Minor, Squirt Major, PW 

Minor, PW Major, and Bantam Minor.   

 

Scheduling  

 Knights, Eagles, and Sting will play a 3 games series vs each team at each birth year.   

 Games must be scheduled and approved by the CS Commissioner by 09/18/2021.   

 Games must be completed by 02/06/22 

 Copy of the score sheet for every qualifier game should be emailed to 

Donald.ariasjr@gmail.com or mailed to 2719 Pomme Meadows Dr., Arnold Mo, 63010. 

 

Divisions  

 Each team will get 2 points for a Win in their divisional games, 2 Points for an 

Overtime/shootout Win, or 1 point for an Overtime Loss.    

 Every game will be played to a winner.  Game progression: Three Periods, Overtime, 

Shootouts.   

 The top two seeds in each in each AA division will play for their respective Blue Note 

Championship. Should a tie occur in the standings the first tie breaker will be goal differential 

in games played between the two tied teams. Second tie breaker will be most goals scored 

between tied teams. Third tie breaker will be least amount of goals against tied teams.  

 The highest seeded team in each Division will be considered the home team for BNC 

championship game.  The second highest seeded team in the Division will be considered the 

away team for the BNC championship game.  

 

Game Formats 

 Each team shall provide one (1) volunteer in the score keeper’s box. One team will run the 

clock and the other will keep score.  

 The home team and will wear white or light color uniforms. The away team will wear dark 

color uniforms.  

 Trainers will be provided at the Bantam Age Level and charged accordingly to the home team.  

 Officials will be provided and charged accordingly to the home team.  

 Ice will be provided by the Home Team for each game. 

 Ice Fees, Officials Fees, and Trainer Fees for the third game in each series shall be split by both 

teams.   

 Each team is allowed one (1) Thirty 30 second timeout which may be used in either regulation 

play or overtime.  

 All periods will be played until the full time expires.  
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 All games will be played via stop time except during the 3
rd

 Period if there is a 5-goal 

differential.  If there is a 5-goal differential the game will be played with a running clock until 

there is a less than 5 differential.  

 MIHOA Referee 2 man system will be used at each age level 

 Game details (date, time, location, etc.) and final scores to be posted on the MAIHA-YD 

website. 

 Standings will kept on the MAIHA-YD website.  

 Central States or Mo Hockey score sheets shall be used for the AA BNC Qualifier games. 

 2 Central States league games can be used for AA BNC qualifier games. A total of three games 

must be played vs each team at each birth year. 

 

Warm Up Lengths – 5 Minute warm up. 

 

Period Lengths – Squirt 13-minute periods (1 hour 10 min ice time). Peewee 14-minute periods (1 

hour 15 min ice time).  Bantam 15 minute periods ( 1 hour 30 min ice time).  

 

Overtime 5-minute overtime 3 on 3.  

 

Shootouts - Prior to the beginning of every game, coaches will list all players on the roster in the order 

the players will shoot in the event a shootout is warranted to break a tied score. Players will be listed 

on the back of the of the score sheet in the area provided. No changes to this listing are allowed once 

the game starts. If a player is injured and deemed unable or is ineligible due to penalty (see note in 

Shoot Out Rules section below) to shoot the next player on the list will shoot in his place. Once a 

player has been skipped due to injury or another reason he is no longer eligible to participate in the 

shootout. 

 

If the score is tied at the end of overtime period, a three (3) player shootout will take place. Players will 

shoot in order team listed them on back of score sheet prior to start of the game. Home Team has 

option to shoot first or second. 

 

Players in the penalty box at the expiration of overtime play for any infraction other than minor 

penalties are ineligible for the shootout. Players who were serving a minor (shown on clock or not) 

penalty at the end of regulation are eligible to participate in the shootout.  

 

The three (3) different players (in the order listed) from each team will alternate shooting on goal.  All 

three players on both teams will have an opportunity to shoot unless a winner has been determined.  

 

At the conclusion of the three (3) player shootout round, if the score is still tied, players will continue 

in a sudden death shootout in which no player from a team may shoot again until all eligible and 

available players on that player’s team roster have shot.  If any team scores a goal in a sudden death 

shootout round in which the opposing team fails to score a goal, play ends and the scoring team wins, 

(e.g., Shooter #4 (or higher) for Visiting team does not score a goal and the next shooter for Home 

team scores a goal. Play ends at that point, before any other shooters shoot, and Home team wins).  

When all players on one team have shot, that team starts over in the same order as listed on the back of 

the score sheet, regardless of the number of shooters left on the opposing team. 
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Penalty Lengths – 2 minutes for all minor penalties.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


